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Equine After Life Services
Burial

Final Journey
(321)613-8590
Based out of Hamilton, Virginia
Offers off-site burial to our entire service area. Pricing is based on location, with travel to
the Four Star Equine office in New Market costing $825 for reference. This price
includes pickup, removal, and burial. Price decreases to the north and increases to the
south with no additional fees for after hours or weekend/holiday pickup. The horse is
buried in a private plot on one of two sites in Loudoun County, VA. As the plot sites are
on private property, visitation is not permitted.

KDP Landscaping - Kolton Poston
(540)335-6791
Kolton Poston offers backhoe services in our service area for around $150.

Cremation
Peaceful Valley Animal Crematory
(681)252-3504
219 Ann Lewis Rd, Charles Town, WV 25414
Offers pickup extending to the Winchester/Stephens City area. Daytime pickup is ~$300
and there is no higher fee associated with weekend pickup. Private cremation is ~$1,000
and includes a large wooden urn.



In Memoriam Pet Services
(571)835-0540
4500 Upper Cub Run Dr, Chantilly, VA 20151
Offers pickup and delivery to our entire service area. Daytime pickup is ~$200-300 with
higher fees associated with after hours or weekend pickups. There are custom urn options
available for an additional fee, otherwise remains are returned in a sealed 5 gallon bucket.
Pricing:

Private cremation - 500 - 800lb          $810
800 - 1,300lb       $1095
1,300 - 1,600lb    $1295

Communal cremation - 500 - 800lb         $510
800 - 1,300lb      $810
1,300 - 1,600lb   $1095

Agape Pet Services
(301) 432-0431
19712 Shepherdstown Pike, Boonsboro, MD 21713
Offers pickup and delivery to our entire service area, with a 4 hour transit time built into
the fee for a horse over 800lb. Private cremation for a horse over 800lb is $1600 and
communal cremation for a horse over 800lb is $1400, with no return on ashes. If picking
up a horse over 800lb and the 4 hour transit time is exceeded, an additional fee of
$100/hour is added. An additional fee of $300 applies for pickups after 4pm, weekends,
and holidays. Remains are returned in a sealed plastic bag unless the owner would prefer
to purchase an urn at an additional cost. Owner may pick up the remains for no additional
charge or pay a $60 fee to have the remains shipped to his or her home. Pricing for
animals under 800lb is based on weight and is as follows.
Pricing:

Private cremation - 200 - 300lb   $350 plus $100/hr travel time charge
300 - 500lb   $450 plus $100/hr travel time charge
500 - 800lb   $750 plus $100/hr travel time charge

Agape Pet Services also offers transport to a state lab for a minimum charge of $800 plus
$1/mile round trip fee.



Landfill disposal
Shenandoah County Landfill
(540) 984-8573
3588, 349 Landfill Rd, Edinburg, VA 22824
Accepts animal remains M-F 8:30a-2:30p. Transporter must call in advance. A fee of $5
is charged for animals under 400lb and a $10 fee is charged for animals over 400lb.
Assistance removing the horse from the trailer is provided except for between the hours
of 11:45a-1:15p so long as the transporter provides his or her own chains or straps. No
remains are accepted on weekends or holidays.

Rockingham County Landfill
(540) 564-3159
813 Greendale Rd, Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Accepts animal remains M-F 7-11a. Transporter must call in advance. A fee of $58 per
ton is charged. Owner may attach self provided straps to landfill equipment to unload the
horse.

Frederick County Landfill
(540) 665-5643
280 Landfill Rd. Winchester, VA 22602
Open M-F 7:30a-4p and Saturday 7a-11a. Transporter must call an hour in advance and
the latest they can accept drop offs is 2p M-F and 9a on Saturdays. For holiday hours,
please consult the website and the animal must be dropped off at least 2 hours prior to
closing. A flat rate of $52/ton is charged. Assistance removing the horse from the trailer
is not provided, although the owner may attach straps from the animal to the loader in
order to unload the horse from the trailer.


